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ABSTRACT: This work investigates the role of water and oxygen
on the shear-induced structural modifications of molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2) coatings for space applications and the impact on
friction due to oxidation from aging. We observed from transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) that sliding in both an inert environment (i.e., dry N2) or
humid lab air forms basally oriented (002) running films of varying
thickness and structure. Tribological testing of the basally oriented
surfaces created in dry N2 and air showed lower initial friction than a
coating with an amorphous or nanocrystalline microstructure. Aging
of coatings with basally oriented surfaces was performed by heating
samples at 250 °C for 24 h. Post aging tribological testing of the as-deposited coating showed increased initial friction and a longer
transition from higher friction to lower friction (i.e., run-in) due to oxidation of the surface. Tribological testing of raster patches
formed in dry N2 and air both showed an improved resistance to oxidation and reduced initial friction after aging. The results from
this study have implications for the use of MoS2-coated mechanisms in aerospace and space applications and highlight the
importance of preflight testing. Preflight cycling of components in inert or air environments provides an oriented surface
microstructure with fewer interaction sites for oxidation and a lower shear strength, reducing the initial friction coefficient and
oxidation due to aging or exposure to reactive species (i.e., atomic oxygen).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Components coated with molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) to be
used in space are likely tested in a lab environment prior to
storage and launch to ensure mechanism functionality.1

Testing is commonly done in a climate-controlled assembly
facility or with controlled humidity; critical systems can be
tested in thermal vacuum chambers. Additionally, many
assemblies undergo vibration and thermal preflight qualifica-
tion. Slip and microslip events caused during activities ranging
from preflight component testing to vibration testing could
alter the surface microstructure of MoS2-based materials. Here,
we study how this surface microstructure will influence
oxidation resistance and friction evolution during initial sliding
(“run-in”) cycles. This is critical to common applications of
MoS2 coatings in single and low-cycle systems that need to
actuate or slide just once at deployment or a few times while in
space. As such, the initial friction on orbit after preflight
sliding, aging in terrestrial air, and atomic oxygen exposure as it
passes through low earth orbit can be critical to mission
success.

MoS2 coatings are used as solid lubricants for aerospace
components due to the material’s extremely low coefficient of
friction in vacuum and inert environments (<0.05).1−3 The
transition from initially higher friction to low friction (run-in)
is a result of a two-step process: shear inducing a reorientation
and coalescence of MoS2 lamella to a basal orientation (i.e.,
formation of a tribofilm) and the formation of a transfer
film.4−8 The low coefficient of friction is a result of the basally
oriented lamellae have a low shear strength due to weak van
der Waals interactions between sulfur-terminated basal
planes.9,10 Though the tribological properties of MoS2 solid
lubricants are superior in vacuum or inert environments, MoS2
is highly sensitive to water and oxygen contamination which
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can cause high friction (∼0.2) and premature component
failure due to high friction and wear.11−13 Coating micro-
structure can change the tribological properties of MoS2 in the
presence of water and oxygen.14−19 Additives such as Ti, Ni,
Au, Sb2O3, and C have been added to coatings and have
demonstrated improved wear life and friction when tested in
humid air environments.20−26

Mechanical impingement of pure MoS2 particles in a
nitrogen gas stream results in basally oriented coatings that
exhibit lower initial friction and faster run-in to low friction in
inert environments than randomly oriented sputtered coat-
ings.27 This occurs because the large basally oriented
crystallites of the nitrogen-sprayed films do not have to
reorient during the first few cycles of sliding.27 The
impingement MoS2 coatings also had a friction coefficient
∼2× lower than sputtered MoS2 coatings in humid air.27 This
is a result of their basal orientation, where low shear strength
interfaces between lamella are parallel to the sliding direction.
In contrast, randomly oriented sputtered coatings must be run-
in to form a basally oriented surface that yields low friction. In
air, water vapor and oxygen inhibit growth and reorientation of
these surface running films, preventing low friction perform-
ance.28

Water and oxygen not only affect the tribological properties
in dynamic sliding but also can adversely affect a coating
during passive exposure for prolonged periods of time, or
aging, that can lead to oxidation.29−32 Prolonged storage has
been shown to significantly degrade the performance of MoS2
coatings; Lince et al. exposed MoS2 for up to four years in
humid lab air conditions and found that the cycles to failure
decreased by as much as 80%.30 Aging studies of MoS2 have
been mostly limited to as-deposited coatings. Coatings without
any sliding history exhibit more susceptibility to oxidation due
to nanocrystalline microstructures having more available edge
sites for interactions with environmental contaminants.29

Curry et al. performed accelerated aging experiments (250
°C O2 at atmospheric pressure for 30 min) on basally oriented
and nanocrystalline coatings and found that a basally oriented
microstructure limits the amount of surface oxidation and

prevents oxygen from penetrating the coating;29 additionally,
they reported the basally oriented films have lower initial
friction and faster transition to steady state than nanocrystal-
line films before and after aging.
Relationships between the running films formed during

preflight run-in, oxidative aging, and the tribological perform-
ance in the operating environment must be understood to
enable optimum application of these materials. The evolution
of the surface microstructure due to sliding is known, yet the
impact that water and oxygen have on structurally altering the
surface under shear is not well understood. This work aims to
better understand how sliding changes the surface micro-
structure of MoS2 coatings in the presence of water and oxygen
and the impact of shear-induced changes on the tribological
properties before and after aging. To do this, we form large
area running films in different environments by rastering a
microtribometer (comparable experiments with atomic force
microscopes33). The tribological properties of the run-in films
are studied before and after accelerated aging.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials Synthesis. Pure MoS2 coatings (∼1 μm thick)

were deposited on polished 440C steel substrates (∼20 nm average
roughness) via DC magnetron sputtering by using 1.5 mTorr of Ar
and a 3 in. MoS2 target at 150 W and 30 V bias for 30 min (Tribologix
Inc., Golden, CO). A 10 nm Cr adhesion layer was initially deposited
on the substrates by using arc evaporation. Samples were annealed
prior to tribological testing at 150 °C for 24 h in a vacuum oven (100
kPa vacuum) to drive off latent water and contaminants from the
coating and subsequently stored in a vacuum desiccator between tests
to prevent degradation.

2.2. Tribological Test Methods. 2.2.1. Raster Method and
Accelerated Aging. Large regions of sheared MoS2 were required to
permit surface analysis via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of
the mechanically reoriented material. So-called “raster patches” were
formed by overlapping multiple small parallel sheared regions (wear
scars) (Figure 1a). Wear scars were formed by using a micro-
tribometer34−36 in lab air (∼50% RH ± 5%) and dry N2 (O2 < 0.5
ppm, H2O < 0.5 ppm) to compare the effects of run-in environment.
The counterface was a 3 mm diameter 440C stainless steel ball (new
ball for each patch) at a load of 200 mN, resulting in a maximum

Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the process of creating raster patches in lab air and dry N2. (b) Tribological testing and XPS of the different raster
patches without any aging and (c) with aging at 250 °C for 24 h.
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Hertzian contact pressure of ∼600 MPa and elastic contact width of
∼25 μm. Each individual wear scar was slid for 5 mm and 20
bidirectional reciprocating sliding cycles (steady state was achieved
after 20 cycles). After 20 cycles the sample was moved 10 μm (60% of
the Hertzian contact width) using a stepper stage, and 20 more cycles
of sliding were performed as a new wear scar. This was continued for
500 raster lines (10000 total sliding cycles), resulting in 5 × 5 mm2 of
mechanically reoriented material.
Raster patches were formed on separate samples in dry nitrogen

and in 50% RH air. Selected samples were subsequently subjected to
an accelerated aging treatment consisting of heating in an oven to 250
°C air for 24 h.
2.2.2. Tribological Measurement and Metric. After the raster

patches were created in either lab air or dry N2 and aged (where
applicable), the friction inside and outside of the raster patch was
tested in dry N2 (O2 < 0.5 ppm, H2O < 0.5 ppm) with a new 3 mm
diameter 440C ball at 200 mN. The ball was slid in a reciprocating
bidirectional fashion perpendicularly across each region at a sliding
velocity of 2 mm/s, starting in the as-deposited region on one side of
the raster patch and ending on the opposite side before returning for
both the nonaged sample (Figure 1a) and aged sample (Figure 1c).
Friction loops (Figure 1a,c) show the position resolved coefficient of
friction of a complete reciprocating sliding cycle (a positive force is
observed on the forward stroke and a negative force on the reverse
stroke) and is used to calculate average coefficient of friction and
account for sensor offsets or misalignments.36 The cycle-average
coefficient of friction and standard deviation was calculated for the
unworn regions of each sample to the sides of each raster patch by
pooling the position resolved friction loop data outside the raster
patch (Figure 2a, blue region) and, similarly, for the raster region by

pooling the friction loop data inside the raster patch (Figure 2a, gray
region).

The position resolved friction loop data were acquired at 1 kHz
allowing for histograms showing the distribution of the friction
coefficient within a cycle to be plotted (Figure 6b,d,h,j,l,n). For
example, the histogram of cycle 1 shown in Figure 6b is of all the data
from the blue region of Figure 2a. Similarly, the histograms of cycle 1
shown in Figure 6h,l is the data in the gray region of Figure 2a plotted
as a distribution of friction coefficient.

2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS was
measured in the as-deposited, air raster, and dry N2 regions to
characterize the chemical composition of each surface and the effects
of shearing in different environments has on the MoS2 chemistry. XPS
was performed in three different regions after agingin the as-
deposited, air raster, and dry N2 rasterto understand the effect of
surface treatment on oxidation resistance.

XPS was performed by using a Kratos Ultra DLD XPS system using
a 12 kV monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.7 eV) in hybrid
lens mode with charge neutralization. Survey spectra were collected
with a step size of 1 eV and pass energy of 160 eV. High-resolution
spectra were collected with a step size of 0.1 eV and pass energy of 20
eV. Sputtering was performed by using 5 kV Ar+ ion beam with a 3 ×
3 mm2 raster area for 10 min. XPS data were analyzed by using
CasaXPS with peak area quantification normalized by standard
photoionization cross sections corrected for the instrument geometry
and a Shirley background algorithm.

2.4. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) Sample Preparation and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). FIB cross sections of
as-deposited and sheared MoS2 regions were prepared for TEM
analysis. Cross sections were prepared perpendicular to regions slid in
lab air and dry N2 so that half of the section was sheared MoS2 and

Figure 2. (a) Cycle 1 data of friction coefficient vs track position for the air raster and dry N2 raster before aging with corresponding as-deposited
and raster regions where average data points were taken. (b) Average coefficient of friction values for the as-deposited, air raster, and dry N2 raster
regions over the first 10 sliding cycles before aging. (c) Cycle 1 friction loop after accelerated aging with the corresponding as-deposited and raster
regions where averages where calculated. (d) Average coefficient of friction values for aged as-deposited, air raster, and dry N2 raster region for the
first 10 sliding cycles.
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half was the as-deposited coating. This was performed to ensure that
the FIB did not modify the surface of the coating. FIB cross sections
had a 2 μm thick protective Pt layer deposited by first the electron
beam and then the ion beam. A 21 nA ion beam was used to cut
trenches on both sides of the Pt layer. The protected section was then
thinned to 250 nm with 0.3 nA ion beam. The cross section was
welded to the needle and extracted from the sample. The lamella was
then attached to the copper grid and thinned to <100 nm with
decreasing bean current. The final polishing step was done with 0.3
nA and 3 kV ion beam. The lamella was studied with the TEM at 200
kV (JEOL JEM-ARM200cF, Tokyo, Japan). The TEM images were
acquired with a Gatan Ultrascan CCD camera. Scanning TEM
(STEM) images, both dark-field and bright-field STEM images, were
acquired with a probe size of 0.078 nm. The images were processed
and analyzed in DigitalMicrograph (Gatan, Pleasaton, CA).
A second set of FIB cross sections were taken on a separate wear

scar that was slid in lab air at Sandia National Laboratories. Two cross
sections were taken perpendicular to the wear scar, and a separate
cross section was taken in an as-deposited region. The structural
analyses for these samples were performed by using an aberration-
corrected scanning TEM (FEI Titan G2 80-200 STEM) operated at
200 kV. Z-contrast or high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
imaging was used for the structural analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Shear-Induced Structural Modification of MoS2
Surfaces. 3.1.1. Tribological Behavior of Shear Modified
Surfaces Formed in Dry N2. The coefficient of friction on cycle
1 for the area previously rastered in dry N2 was found to be μ
∼ 0.06, almost 50% lower than that on the as-deposited region,
μ ∼ 0.12 (Figure 2a). Not only is the initial friction coefficient
reduced, but the subsequent cycles are also slightly lower
(Figure 2b) in the rastered area. After 10 sliding cycles the as-
deposited and dry N2 rastered regions have similar steady-state
values (Figure 2b).
The initial coating microstructure (Figure 3a) is observed to

be composed of randomly oriented nanometer sized
crystallites. Sliding in dry N2 modified the surface micro-
structure (Figure 3b), forming a thin basally oriented (002)
surface layer after 20 sliding cycles. The area rastered in dry N2,
and the as-deposited coating have very different surface
microstructures and we show tribological properties are
improved with a basally oriented surface microstructure. This
improvement, especially in the first cycle of sliding, would be
beneficial for applications such as spacecraft deployment
mechanisms, that require the lowest possible friction
coefficient on the first operation
3.1.2. Tribological Behavior of Shear Modified Surfaces

Formed in Air. While the tribological properties of MoS2 are
optimal in inert or vacuum environments, many practical
applications require MoS2 coatings to be operated and stored
in the presence of O2 and H2O which are known to cause high
friction, decreased wear resistance, and oxidation.30 The
coefficient of friction measured during creation of the raster
patch in lab air (50% RH) (μ ∼ 0.2) was significantly higher
than in dry N2. After forming raster patches in lab air, the
rastered region was tribologically tested in dry N2. The friction
loop of the first cycle (Figure 2a) across the raster patch
formed in lab air shows that the coefficient of friction is lower
(μ ∼ 0.09) than the as-deposited region (μ ∼ 0.12). The
average friction coefficient for the first 10 cycles (Figure 2b)
shows that the area rastered in air runs-in to μ ∼ 0.02 after just
one cycle and thereafter behaves like the as-deposited region.
The difference in tribological behavior between the area

rastered in air and the as-deposited coatings could be due to

shear-induced structural modifications of the surface. While
low friction in dry inert environments has been shown to be
due to the formation of a low shear strength basally oriented
surface, a fundamental understanding of the resulting micro-
structure for MoS2 coatings slid in air, and how interactions
with air during sliding affects structural changes is lacking.
STEM micrographs of the MoS2 surface slid in lab air show
three different shear-induced surface microstructures (Figure
4). While sliding in dry N2 was shown to form a basally
oriented surface (Figure 3b), sliding in lab air can form an
amorphous surface (Figure 4 a,d,g) or a basally oriented
surface with varying thickness (Figure 4b,c,e,f,h,i).
The surface morphology of the area rastered in air is likely

the reason for the different friction behavior than as-deposited
MoS2. Shearing MoS2 in the presence of O2 and H2O
structurally alters the surface and impacts the tribological
properties. The amorphous surface (Figure 4g) was
unexpected and not well understood. One explanation involves
the overlapping wear scars in the rastered areas. The wear rate
of pure MoS2 is highest in humid environments, and as
individual wear scars are formed, wear debris could be ejected
to the edges and then compacted on the surface when the
contact is moved to form the next wear scar. Alternatively,
shear in the presence of O2 and H2O could decrease MoS2
lamella size through interactions with edge sites and oxidation.

Figure 3. (a) TEM bright-field (BF) image of the as-deposited
coating and (b) TEM BF image of the surface after sliding in dry N2
before aging showing a shear modified layer of basally oriented MoS2.
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Previous studies on oxidation and oxidative etching of few-
layer MoS2 by Walter et al.31 showed that exposure to both
H2O and O2 decreases the temperature at which MoS2 is
oxidized and increases the rate of oxidative etching. Walter et
al. observed that few-layer MoS2 was etched away from the
edges and that the rate of oxidation depends on the number of
layers. Kooyman et al. also observed that the particle size and
number of layers of supported MoS2 catalysts start decreasing
after 5 min of exposure to air.37 Additionally, a recent study by
Curry et al.28 showed that H2O and O2 passivate edge sites of
MoS2 forming smaller more defective lamella. It is possible that
under high contact pressures and shear stresses while exposed
to H2O and O2 MoS2 lamella could become amorphous due to
a mix of oxidation and passivation of edge sites.
The surface of MoS2 slid in lab air also exhibited regions that

were basally oriented with different thicknesses (Figure 4b,c).
Though the friction coefficient of MoS2 slid in air was high

(∼0.2), the surface still exhibited shear-induced reorientation
(Figure 4h,i) typically associated with low friction. The basally
oriented layer ranged from ∼50 nm (Figure 4b,e) to ∼20 nm
(Figure 4c,f) thick, possibly a result of wear or localized
changes in contact pressure. While the surface of the lab air
raster is composed of both amorphous and basally oriented
regions, we expect that the regions of basal orientation will
accommodate shear because of having a lower shear strength
than the amorphous regions. While it has not been
experimentally demonstrated, we imagine that the sliding
interface follows the weakest path. A macroscopic contact of
steel sliding on an MoS2-coated steel substrate is dominated by
many smaller asperity contacts that when integrated react the
normal and friction forces. Increasing the area fraction of
basally oriented MoS2 regions would increase the probability
that an asperity carrying a portion of the contact load is
instantaneously reacted on a low-shear-strength basally

Figure 4. STEM images of three different surface microstructures formed by sliding in lab air: (a) amorphous, (b) thick basally oriented, and (c)
thin basally oriented regions. High magnification of each region is shown in (d) amorphous, (e) thick basally oriented, and (f) thin basally oriented.
FFT’s of each region are shown in (g) amorphous, (h) thick basally oriented, and (i) thin basally oriented.
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oriented region, thus reducing the shear strength of the
interface. We cannot quantify the ratios of amorphous and
basally oriented regions at this time, yet we believe that the low
friction coefficient observed in the lab air raster when tested in
dry N2 is a result of an increased percentage of basally oriented
MoS2 in the surface. Curry et al.28 observed basally oriented
MoS2 after sliding in humid N2. The TEM micrographs in
Figure 4b,c show that reorientation of MoS2 lamella is possible
when sliding in the presence of O2 and H2O. Though sliding
on the area rastered in air (μ ∼ 0.09) and that rastered in dry
N2 (μ ∼ 0.06) both showed lower friction than the as-
deposited (μ ∼ 0.12) area (Figure 2a,b), the coefficient of
friction of the area rastered in air was slightly higher than the
one rastered in dry N2 even though both surfaces are basally
oriented. As Curry et al. observed in humid N2,

28 variations in
the friction coefficient could be due to varying lamella size
defect density caused by the presence of O2 and H2O.
These results suggest that preflight testing in lab air is

beneficial for decreasing initial friction during subsequent
operation when preflight testing in dry N2 is not achievable or
practical.
3.2. Shear-Induced Chemical Modifications of MoS2

Surfaces. 3.2.1. Composition of Shear Modified MoS2 in Dry
N2. XPS was used to probe the surface of the shear modified

dry N2 MoS2 surface to understand the effects of sliding on the
chemical composition. Deconvolution of the Mo 3d, O 1s, and
S 2p spectra (Figure 5a−c) was performed to differentiate
between MoS2 (Mo4+) and MoO3 (Mo6+). The as-deposited
surface (Figure 5d) appears to be mostly MoS2 with some
oxide which is expected due to the surface sensitive nature of
XPS. XPS of the MoS2 surface modified by sliding in dry N2 is
comparable to the as-deposited surface with similar amounts of
MoS2 and MoO3. The composition of the areas rastered in dry
N2 (Figure 5e) and the as-deposited surface are also similar,
indicating that sliding in dry N2 does not significantly change
the chemical makeup of MoS2. While we believe the slight
decrease in oxygen from the as-deposited surface to the dry N2
raster is insignificant, an alternative could be that there is a
slight increase in oxygen due to interactions with metal oxides
on the steel probe or very mild oxidation due sliding in the
presence of low concentrations of water, oxygen (roughly 0.5
ppm for both), and hydrocarbons. The results from XPS
support the notion that the decreased friction coefficient
observed on the dry N2 raster cannot be due to chemical
changes of the surface but is likely a result of shear induced
structural modifications discussed earlier.

3.2.2. Composition of Shear Modified MoS2 in Air. Areas
rastered in lab air were measured with XPS (Figure 5d,e) to

Figure 5. (a−c) Representative XPS spectra (aged air raster) and associated deconvolution showing the (a) Mo 3d region, (b) the O 1s region, and
(c) the S 2p region, all with corresponding fits. (d) Mo6+ to Mo4+ ratio calculated from deconvoluting the XPS Mo 3d photoelectron regions for the
as-deposited surface, dry N2 raster, and lab air raster before and after aging. (e) Derived XPS composition of the as-deposited surface, dry N2 raster,
and lab air raster before and after aging based on Mo 3d, O 1s, and S 2p photoelectron regions. (f) Average friction coefficient of the first sliding
cycle for the as-deposited surface, dry N2 raster, and lab air raster before and after aging.
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understand how sliding in the presence of water and oxygen
impacts the chemical composition of the sliding surface.
Analysis of the Mo 3d region from the area rastered in air
shows more MoO3 (Mo6+) and less MoS2 (Mo4+) than either
the area rastered in dry N2 or the as-deposited coating (Figure
5d). This was confirmed by analysis of the O 1s and S 2p
peaks, showing that the area rastered in air contains more
oxygen and less sulfur than the as-deposited coating (Figure
5e). One might infer that the friction coefficient of the area
rastered in lab air would be highest, but the coefficient of
friction of the area rastered in air is lower than that of the as-
deposited surface. XPS indicates that sliding in lab air increases
the amount of oxygen on the surface, likely a result of
oxidation formed during sliding due to interactions between
water vapor, oxygen, and MoS2.

31,38−41 TEM indicates (Figure
4a−c) that the surface is basally oriented (with some
amorphous regions). The data suggest that the structural
modifications observed by TEM have a larger influence on the
tribological properties of MoS2 than the chemical changes
observed by XPS.

3.3. Aging Behavior of Shear Modified MoS2

Surfaces. 3.3.1. Friction and Oxidation of Shear Modified
MoS2 in Dry N2. Areas rastered in dry N2 exhibit very different
friction behavior than the as-deposited coating after aging in air
(Figure 2c,d). The friction loop of cycle one shows that the
coefficient of friction in the rastered area is lower (μ ∼ 0.11)
than that of the as-deposited coating (μ ∼ 0.22). The friction
loop shows some regions within the rastered area with a very
low (μ ∼ 0.05) friction coefficient, almost identical with the
preaging case. Additionally, the friction coefficient in the area
rastered in dry N2 and then aged runs in to a low steady state
value (μ ∼ 0.05) after only one cycle, while the as-deposited
coating requires four cycles (Figure 2d). The Mo 3d peak
(Figure 5d) exhibits an increase in MoO3 in the area rastered
in dry N2 and then aged compared to the same area before
aging. The as-deposited coating has a similar increase in MoO3

after aging compared to the area rastered in dry N2, but the
average friction coefficient on cycle one of the rastered area is
lower than that on the as-deposited film (Figure 5f).

Figure 6.Mechanistic hypothesis describing the oxidation of different MoS2 surface microstructures. (a) As-deposited MoS2 coating microstructure
and (b) histogram of the first, second, and tenth cycle friction coefficient. (c) Schematic of the aged as-deposited coating showing oxidation of the
surface and subsurface with (d) corresponding histograms of measured friction. (e) The process to achieve low friction for an aged as-deposited
coating is oxide removal with continuous sliding and eventual low friction after the formation of a (f) basally oriented surface with no oxide. (g)
Schematic of the surface microstructure of MoS2 after sliding in dry N2 and the histogram of the first, second, and tenth cycles of the raster patch
showing the transition to low friction due to transfer film formation (h). (i) Aging of the dry N2 raster causes mild oxidation of the top surface and
maintains good friction behavior as shown in (j). (k) Schematic of the surface microstructure of MoS2 after being slid in humid lab air showing
regions of basal orientation and other nonoriented regions all with mild oxidation. (l) The histograms of friction showing improved friction over the
as-deposited coating is due to regions of basal orientation. (m) Aging of the lab air raster slightly increases oxidation of the surface and friction of
the first sliding cycle (n), though after a single sliding cycle, (o) oxide is removed and low friction is recovered.
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These results show that the basally oriented surface created
by sliding in dry N2 improves the tribological properties by
minimizing surface oxidation and blocking reactive species
from penetrating into the coating, in a way similar to coatings
initially deposited with basally oriented microstructures.29

Shear-oriented MoS2 is expected to have fewer available sites
for O2 and H2O to adsorb and react than amorphous or
nanocrystalline microstructures. Even though the friction
coefficient of the area rastered in dry N2 is lower than that
of the as-deposited coating after aging, the two surfaces are
chemically similar. The area rastered in dry N2 showed a
smaller increase (∼9%) in oxide than the as-deposited surface
(∼13%) after aging, attributed to the limited oxidation of
basally oriented surfaces compared to other structures.
A mechanistic hypothesis describing the oxidation of

different MoS2 surface microstructures is shown in Figure 6.
Prior to sliding (i.e., as-deposited coatings, Figure 6a), the
friction behavior is typical for pure fresh MoS2 (Figure 6b).
Aging of the as-deposited microstructure causes oxidation of
the surface and penetration of oxygen into the coating (Figure
6c), resulting in increased initial friction (cycle 1) and
requiring more cycles to run in to low steady-state friction
(Figure 6d). Continuous sliding removes surface oxide (Figure
6e), but because of increased oxidation below the surface,
multiple sliding passes are required until the formation of a
well-oriented basal surface and low steady-state friction is
achieved (Figure 6f). The relationship between surface oxide
and friction coefficient has been observed by Khare and
Burris,38 who demonstrated that sliding removes surface oxide
and that the coefficient of friction decreases as oxide is
removed with multiple sliding passes. In our study, the oxide
was likely removed in a single cycle, though the amount of
sliding cycles required could vary depending on the severity of
oxidation and degree to which oxide penetrates the coating.
A second possible route for a MoS2-coated component/part

is cycling in a dry inert environment (Figure 6g). As was
shown in Figure 3b, sliding in dry N2 forms a thin basally
oriented tribofilm which decreases the initial friction coefficient
during subsequent sliding (Figure 6h). Aging of the basally
oriented surface formed by sliding in dry N2 causes mild
oxidation of the surface but the oriented tribofilm prevents
significant oxidation of the surface or penetration into the
coating (Figure 6i). The increased resistance to oxidation
allows for the initial friction coefficient of the aged tribofilm to
be lower than the aged unworn coating (Figure 6j), and after
just a single sliding cycle, the aged dry N2 surface achieves low
friction due to a basally oriented surface without any oxide
(Figure 6f). The results from this study on the aged dry N2
surface agree well with the observations of Curry et al.42 on
oxidized basally oriented nitrogen sprayed pure MoS2 coatings.
Coatings made by nitrogen spray are basally oriented
throughout with large crystallites, while a basally oriented
tribofilm created by sliding on a sputtered randomly oriented
nanocrystalline coating for only 20 cycles provides similar
protection from oxidation and improved friction behavior.
3.3.2. Friction and Oxidation of Shear Modified MoS2 in

Air. MoS2 surfaces modified by sliding in lab air were
subsequently aged and tested in dry N2 by sliding across the
aged raster patches (Figure 2c,d). The friction loop of cycle
one (Figure 2c) shows two distinct regions post aging: a higher
friction region outside the rastered area and lower friction
inside the area rastered in air after aging. While the first cycle
friction coefficient of the area rastered in air then aged is lower

than the as-deposited coating after aging, it is slightly higher
than the coating rastered in dry N2 and aged. Average friction
for the first ten cycles (Figure 2d) of the area rastered in air
then aged shows that the surface recovers low friction (<0.05)
after one sliding cycle, similar to the area rastered in dry N2
and aged. The Mo 3d peak (Figure 5d,e) shows that the
amount of Mo6+ increased from the preaged surface and was
the highest for the three tested surfaces. Surprisingly, the S 2p
peak (Figure 5e) shows that the area rastered in air and then
aged contains slightly more sulfur and less oxygen than prior to
aging. While the overall oxygen is lower after aging for the air
raster, there is an increase in Mo6+ likely associated with
MoOx. The decrease in oxygen composition could come from
the loss other oxygen species such SOx or adsorbed
hydrocarbons from the high-temperature aging.43

The XPS and tribological experiments indicate that the
surface with the most oxide is lower friction than the aged as
deposited surface which has ∼20% less Mo6+. TEM of the lab
air track showed three different structurally modified surface
microstructures which impact the tribological properties both
pre- and post aging. Basally oriented regions of varying
thickness (Figure 4b,c) and amorphous regions (Figure 4a)
were formed by sliding in air, yet friction in air is high for MoS2
(∼0.15−0.2). The increased amount of oxide is a result of
sliding in air, which, while reorienting MoS2, partially oxidizes
lamella and reincorporates wear debris forming amorphous
islands (Figure 6k). The initial friction coefficient of the area
rastered in air is still low when tested in dry N2 (Figure 6i)
because the basally oriented regions have a low shear strength.
The aging mechanisms for a surface sheared in air (Figure 6m)
are very similar to the dry N2 surface with regions of basally
oriented MoS2 limiting surface oxidation and penetration of
oxide into the bulk coating. While the area rastered in dry N2 is
covered by basally oriented MoS2 lamella, the area rastered in
air has small amorphous regions that are less resistant to
oxidation which contribute to a higher initial friction
coefficient after aging than the aged dry N2 surface (Figure
6n). After just a single sliding cycle, any effects of aging are
removed (Figure 6o), and the area rastered in air then aged
returns to low friction (Figure 6f). The initial coefficient of
friction of the area rastered in air then aged is dramatically
reduced compared to the aged as deposited coating, supporting
the notion that preflight testing of MoS2 coating is important
for improving oxidation resistance and tribological properties.
While the friction of an area rastered in dry N2 then aged is
slightly lower than an area rastered in air then aged, the
practical difficulties of operating every component or system in
an inert environment could prove challenging.

3.3.3. Impacts on Applications in Space Tribology. Figure
6 is also helpful for understanding the lifecycles of coatings in a
space tribology application. A coating that is not tested or run-
in before flight but not exposed to reactive oxygen species will
have significantly higher first and early cycle friction (Figure
6b). If a coating is subjected to an oxidative environment
without being run-in, the friction will be even higher in early
cycles (Figure 6d) due to oxidation of the surface, especially in
randomly or columnar oriented sputtered MoS2 films. Curry et
al. showed that this can be minimized with basally oriented
coating.29 Controlling the orientation of MoS2 microstructure
is currently a challenge for sputter deposition techniques.
Sliding on a MoS2 coating reorients the surface micro-

structure of otherwise randomly oriented films. In many cases,
a design engineer has an obligation to test and validate the
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operation of mechanical system and subsystems that have
sliding interfaces. The impact of the preflight testing on the in-
flight performance has been overlooked in many cases. A
challenging decision is balancing the number of test cycles
required to validate the component against alterations in the
component lifetime due to wear of the solid lubricant of finite
thickness. The results presented here show that preflight
sliding is acceptable and reduces the first cycle friction in orbit
and the effects of oxidation (for example, atomic oxygen in low
earth orbit) on the tribological properties.
Our results show that run-in in an inert environment (i.e.,

dry N2 or vacuum) provides protection of the surface from
oxidative species and significantly lower first cycle friction on
orbit. Although preflight testing of components in inert
environments is ideal, inherent challenges such as system
size, cost, availability, and time associated with environmentally
controlled testing may be prohibitive. The alternative of testing
in air environments still provides favorable changes to the
surface microstructure and can ultimately result in better on-
orbit performance and oxidation resistance compared to
systems that are never tested before flight.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work illustrates how sliding in different environments
structurally alters the surface of pure MoS2 coatings and the
role that these modified structures have on subsequent friction
performance and aging. Sheared areas (raster patches) were
created in lab air (∼50% RH) and dry N2. The friction
coefficient was measured inside each raster patch before and
after aging and compared to the as-deposited coating. Results
show that sliding in dry N2 forms a basally oriented tribofilm
which has a lower initial friction coefficient than the as-
deposited surface when subsequently slid on. Experiments in
lab air showed that sliding in the presence of water and oxygen
can structurally alter the surface of MoS2, resulting in various
microstructures ranging from amorphous to basally oriented.
The surface created in lab air was shown to have a lower
coefficient of friction than the as-deposited coating with fewer
cycles to run-in to low friction.
XPS of the raster patch formed in dry N2 showed no

significant change in chemistry compared to the as-deposited
coating, indicating that the improved tribological properties of
the dry N2 raster are a result of the basally ordered surface.
XPS of the lab air raster found that the surface was more
oxidized than the as-deposited coating, yet the tribological
properties were improved. This suggests that the chemical
degradation of the surface MoS2 has a smaller impact on
tribological properties than the MoS2 microstructure. Dry N2
and lab air raster patches were aged at 250 °C for 24 h. The
results showed that the aged as-deposited coating exhibited a
significant increase in friction, while prior sliding in both dry
N2 and lab air minimized the effects of aging. XPS showed that
the aged dry N2 surface was very similar to the aged as-
deposited surface with a slight increase in Mo6+ (indicating
oxidation), while the aged lab air raster had the most Mo6+.
This work demonstrates that testing a component coated

with MoS2 in inert or lab air environments structurally alter the
surface, allowing for improved tribological properties and
resistance to oxidation from aging. The utility of this work for
space applications highlights the importance of preflight
testing. However, a question remains regarding the number
of preflight cycles required to impart this benefit and how to
balance this against the effects of wear.
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